
Let’s Design An Insect!



Insects Body Parts 

You will follow along with the powerpoint 
and add what parts you think will make the 
best, coolest, and most successful insect!

An insect has 3 body parts, (head, thorax, and 
abdomen) six legs, and a pair of antennae. 



Head 
What shape is your insects head? What does it eat? What does its mouth look like? (eyes are on the next slide) 



Antenna
Antenna come as a pair from the head. This is one of the most important parts of the insect for sensing 
their environment, what do they look like for your insect? How many sets do they?



Eyes 
Insects have between 2 to 5 eyes. The big eyes are called compound eyes, some insects have smaller eyes, 
called ocelli eyes. The variation in number and size is different between all insects. How many eyes 
and what size are your insects eyes? 



Thorax
Thorax is the middle 
body segment. How 
long is this segment? 
All 6 legs should 
come from this 
section. The next 
slide has legs for 
reference. 



Legs 
Insects have 6 legs, three on each 
side. What do yours look like? 



Abdomen
Abdomen is the third body 
section. Does your insect 
have a stinger? How large 
is this section?  



Wings (optional)
Wings attach to the 
thorax. Does it have 0,1, 
or 2 sets of wings? 



What color is your insect? 
Color is very important. It allows them to blend in, or be seen. For example, if your insect has a sting it might 
be brightly colored to warn others to move away. If your insect is small and has no attack, it will need to blend 
in or camouflage with its environment. There are insects of every color, so the options are limitless. 



What we came up with

Courtney Fisher, Health Services Tyler Mohrmann, Biology Major, Chemistry and Physics Minors



What we came up with

Danielle Rogers - 
Biology major and business minor



Other Examples 


